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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your customer is looking for a storage solution that will be
able to store seven million 3 MB files which are written and
seldom accessed. Read and write operations are both completed
by a web-based application, which requires 1.3 Gbps throughput.
The customer's network has not been upgraded in many years, so
the network interfaces are 1 Gbps.
What would be the best solution for this network configuration?
A. Bond EXT-0 across all nodes.
B. Aggregate Infiniband (IB) ports across all nodes.
C. Use LACP to aggregate the network ports on each node.
D. Use jumbo frames to compensate for the 1GB Core network.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which database architecture is best suited to implementation in
the World Wide Web environment?
A. Two-tier using thin client
B. Three-tier using fat client
C. Centralized mainframe with terminal client
D. Three-tier using thin client
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
questions sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
A company uses Azure to host virtual machines (VMs) and web
apps. You have an app service named App1 that uses the Basic
app service tier.
You need to ensure that diagnostic data for App1 is permanently
stored.
Solution: You specify a storage account in the Diagnostics.xml
file.
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
You specify the storage account that you want to use in the
ServiceConfiguration.cscfg.
The service configuration file specifies the number of role
instances to deploy for each role in the service, the values of
any configuration settings, and the thumbprints for any
certificates associated with a role. If the service is part of
a Virtual Network, configuration information for the network
must be provided in the service configuration file, as well as
in the virtual networking configuration file. The default
extension for the service configuration file is .cscfg.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-services/schema-cs
cfg-file
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